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Maureen Choi Quartet 2016 U.S.
Tour in Ann Arbor

Maureen Choi Quartet live performance consists of original
compositions and arrangements of traditional Spanish and Latin
American pieces.

Maureen Choi Quartet is much more than jazz and Latin music. Their captivating
live performance consists of original compositions and arrangements of traditional
Spanish and Latin American pieces. Maureen is actually one of the few violinists
in the world who is able to blend the virtuosity of classical music with
improvisation and driving Latin rhythms.

The group was born in the fall of 2012 when Maureen arrived in Spain. A virtuoso
on the violin, professor at the prestigious Berklee College of Music, she became
passionately committed to the rich traditions and sounds of music in Spain.

Ida y Vuelta, the last album of the quartet, is the result of this journey featuring
some of the most prominent Spanish musicians of today like Javier Colina on
double bass and Pepe Rivero on piano.

The diverse backgrounds of the rhythm section are paramount to the highly
original and fresh sound of Maureen Choi Quartet. Daniel García Diego (Spain) is
a flamenco jazz pianist and on award-winning musical director. Mario Carrillo
(Spain) eclectic double-bassist graduated from Berkleee College of Music, brings
fresh perspectives on traditional music with his arrangements for the Quartet.
Michael Olivera (Cuba), one of the most sought after drummers in Spain, rounds
up the quartet blending modern jazz and Afrocuban drumming.

The group is currently on tour presenting their latest album, Ida y Vuelta, and their
next projects include collaborating with the dancers of the National Ballet of
Spain.

MUSIC
DETROIT

Fri, March 25, 2016

Venue
Kerrytown Concert House, 415 N 4th
Ave, Ann Arbor, MI 48104
View map

Admission

Buy tickets

More information
Kerrytown Concert House

Credits
With the support of SPAIN arts & culture
and Escuela de Música Creativa.
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